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in order to improve quality of 
life as people age.

Active ageing is a process to 
optimise opportunities for 

Health
Participation
Assurances

What Active Ageing means
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Health
 Promoting health.
 Preventing dependency.

Participation
 Still being involved as one gets older
 Contributing to society as one gets older.
 Innovating as one gets older.

Assurances
 Ensuring rights; principle of non-discrimination on the 
grounds of age
 Financial benefits.
 Access to services; protection with respect to the limits of 
one’s surroundings. Universal design.
 as consumers.
 protection of people’s image .
 protection of people’s heritage.
 protection against crime.
 Road safety.

What Active Ageing means
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Health
+

Participation
+

Assurances
+

Intergenerationality
=

Active Ageing

What Active Ageing means
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2006 Bizkaia  Plan for the Elderly 2006-2011.

2007 Bizkaia Active Ageing Manifesto.

2008 Public declaration of support by the DFB for  the 
elderly: 1 October – International Day of Older Persons.

2010 Plan of Action to promote active ageing in Bizkaia 
2010-2012. 

2011 Older persons and the  media in Bizkaia. Ten-point 
plan. 

History of Active Ageing at Bizkaia Provincial Council
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PLAN OF ACTION to 
promote active ageing 
in Bizkaia 2010-2012.

Bizkaian zahartze 
aktiboa sustatzeko 
EKINTZA PLANA 
2010-2011.

DAS Plan of Action for Active Ageing

Creating optimal 
conditions to 
foster active 

ageing in Bizkaia.
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Specific goals

1. Encourage the dissemination and integral 
understanding of active ageing.

2. Continue to guarantee the basic conditions that 
ensure the welfare of all older persons.

3. Help to break negative stereotypes.
4. Promote access of older persons to training & 

education initiatives.
5. Help older persons to develop an active leisure 

style.
6. Foster the participation of the elderly in all 

spheres of life.

DAS Plan of Action for Active Ageing
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Older persons and the  
media in Bizkaia.

Adinekoak eta 
hedabideak Bizkaian.

Diagnostic study of 
the role of older 
persons in the 
media and 
recommendations

Ten-point Plan agreed between CPMB and media
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1. Older persons are a human capital that must be taken into account in society as 
they have life experience that only comes with the passing of time; as  
capitalizers of that life experience, they have the obligation to pass it on to
younger generations.

2. Older persons must be able to exercise all the rights inherent in retirement; 
they must not cut themselves off or be cut off from
society. Therefore, all actions that enable them to continue to be useful to
society overall must be strengthened. 

3. Older persons, like the rest of society, are entitled to health, safety and
participation, but they must also look after themselves,  keep safe and take part. 
They are, therefore, active agents of the society in which we live.

4. Older persons, in conjunction with the media, must look for appropriate
mechanisms to foster more active participation in the media, not
only with regard to the themes focused on themselves, but also in those areas
where having diverse opinions provides a  more accurate portrait of
society, which will undoubtedly help to generate a positive image of
older persons.

Ten-point Plan agreed between CPMB and media
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5. Older persons are a heterogeneous group, so the media should not
foster negative stereotypes about them, and should ensure that
news items are worded so as not to contain terms that help to perpetuate the
image of the older person as helpless or as a burden for society.

6. The media and older persons must work together to agree on a style
manual regarding the terms to be used in news articles referring to older
persons, so as to help to eliminate negative stereotypes.

7. The media must take part in the task of promoting active ageing, 
giving older persons their rightful role in society, spotlighting the inter-
generational nature of ageing. This is a job for everyone. The
objective should be to create and transmit an image more in line with current
reality: active people who have a great deal to say and do.

Ten-point Plan agreed between CPMB and media
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8. Older persons need to develop a training and awareness-raising process to
become empowered and act as real social stakeholders, capable of
helping to construct a society for all ages.

9. Associations representing older persons must include the use of new
information technologies and the use of the social 
communication media.  Older persons in general, and associations in 
particular, must assume reciprocal commitments of
participation, collaboration and support.

10.The media and public institutions should not consider older
persons as exclusively a matter for the Social Action
Department, but should enable them to take a full part in society.

Ten-point Plan agreed between CPMB and media
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Health
+

Participation
+

Assurances
+

Intergenerationality
=

Active Ageing

Active ageing policies to be implemented by the DFB
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Health

 Promoting health.

 Preventing dependency.

Active ageing policies to be implemented by the DFB
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Promoting 
Participation

 Subsidies for associations for pensioners.

 Promoting the setting up of associations: Bolunta
and Ganbara.

 Bizkaia Council of the Elderly

 Bizkaia Observatory of the Elderly Persons

 Website

Active ageing policies to be implemented by the DFB
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Promoting
Assurances

 Preventing and detecting abuse

 Guaranteeing pensions

 Friendly environments

 Road safety

 Technical assistance

 Image protection: meetings with the media

Active ageing policies to be implemented by the DFB
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Promoting Intergenerationality
 Talks at associations

 Competitions for the elderly: cooking with your 
grandchildren. 9 June

 Intergenerational Walks: 8 May – Bilbao, 
Nagusi Fair (October)

 Workshops for young and older people.

 Adineko Trips.

 Barrutik Museum

 Nagusi Fair: Intergenerational training & 
education

Active ageing policies to be implemented by the DFB
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Studies
 Measuring the degree of active ageing of the 

population of Bizkaia so as to be able to 
anticipate, correct, address or help ageing in a 
healthy way.

 Encouraging older persons to get involved in 
associations as part of the promoting of active 
ageing

Active ageing policies to be implemented by the DFB
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Active ageing policies to be implemented by the DFB

REFLECTING DESIRES, 
ABILITIES AND

INTERESTS

INTERGOVERNMENTAL 
AND INTERSECTORAL

COORDINATION

NON COMPULSORY
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Eskerrik asko zuen arretagatik
Thank you for your time

www.bizkaia.net
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